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SICK ON THE
INSIDE

Correctional HMOs and the coming prison plague
By Wil S. Hylton

~n David Hannah walked into a small of-
fice on the second floor of the Moberly Correc-
tional Facility in Moberly, Missouri, last fall, car-
rying his belly like a hundred-pound sack of sand,
the staff knew him well enough not to worry
about what he might break or steal or soil in their
private offices, which were normally not accessi-
ble to inmates, so I was able to close the door be-
hind him, and we sat together and talked about
what was happening to his body. He was a pale,
fifty-seven-year-old white male, serving a sen-
tence of life plus three years for rape, and his gray
hair was matted to his head. His face was as worn
and gaunt as a much older man's.

Hannah was angry. "Look at it," he said. glar-
ing at his gut. "Do you want to see it?"

I didn't want to see it, but I nodded anyway. I
had come precisely to see it, to witness Hannah's
disfigurement. the fruit of a long series of medical
miscalculations. It had begun in the 1980s with
two kinds of hepatitis, Band C, a condition that
prison doctors had largely ignored for a decade.
then treated with a series of botched, question-
able procedures that caused David's cells to cease
performing osmosis properly, so that over time his
natural body fluids began to collect, trapped in-
side his gut with no way to evacuate, his mid-
section swelling to accommodate those fluids,
expanding to such a size and weight that the
mere act of walking around had given David, by
December 2000, a pair of hernias, neither of

which the prison doctors had bothered to treat.
David stood now to show me the belly and the
hernias, the condition his body had arrived at
through an utter lack of attention. He pulled his
flannel shirt to the side of his waist and lifted his
gray T-shirt, and, in spite of myself, 1 winced.
His belly was enormous, taut and pasty, seem-
ingly glued to his gaunt frame. At the front of it,
a hot-pink hernia, about the size of a grapefruit,
seemed barely attached where the belly button
should have been, giving David's midsection the
overall contour of a giant breast and nipple. Brac-
ing myself, J asked him where the other hernia
had emerged. He studied me, obviously not fond
of baring his physique. After a moment, he
shrugged and unburtoned his pants.

To describe David's scrotum as swollen and
red would be a failure of language. It was about
the size of a rugby ball, so raw and irritated, shiny
and crimson, that it almost seemed to be covered
with blood. David hung his head. "They give me
aspirin." he said.

Later, when I heard that David had died of
indeterminate causes and that his body had been
cremated, I realized that I had probably been the
last person outside of the prison staff to see David
alive, to see what his body had become from all
those years of mistreatment, and J wondered:
Can such a secret be kept?

I t occurs to me now that prisons are de-
signed for keeping secrets, for holding inside
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not just men but also their lives and the details
of those lives. In prison, social isolation is a
matter of policy, and inmates are neither ex-
pected nor encouraged to have more than a
modicum of contact with the outside world.
This is not necessarily, or at least not ostensi-
bly, vindictive. In many cases, isolation is the
prison's approach to rehabilitation. As Alexis
de Tocqueville observed nearly two centuries
ago, "Thrown into solitude [the convict] re-
flects. Placed alone, in view of his crime, he
learns to hate it; and if his soul be not yet sur-
feited with crime, and thus have lost all taste
for anything better, it is in solitude, where re-
morse will come to assail him."

Still, the social isolation of prisoners creates a
host of difficulties, not least of which is that of
monitoring their treatment, of ensuring that
they are assailed only by their own remorse and
not by anything else-by, say, other prisoners, or
by those who k-eep the watch. Opacity, after all,
runs both ways, and if the prison walls keep con-
victs in, they work just as effectively to keep ob-
servers out.

This prohlem is only made worse inside the
prison infirmary. By its very nature, medicine is
a private matter, and a prisoner's medical records
are protected by the same confidentiality laws that
protect free citizens. This means that a prison-
er's medical chart is both locked inside a phys-
ical fortress and shielded by a battery of priva-
cy restrictions, all of which leaves the field of prison
medicine cloistered and nearly impossible to
survey. Compounding this is the fact that prison
medicine, and, indeed, the principles of medi-
cine itself, are fundamentally at odds with all

other facets of prison
life. Even the term
"prison medicine"
borders on oxymoron:
Whereas prison is
designed to alienate
and punish, medi-
cine exists to nurture
and soothe. So where
is the boundary be-

tween care and punishment? At what point do
they meet?

Until the 1970s, which is to say for the first two
centuries of American life, these were not ques-
tions that anyone felt compelled to ask, let alone
answer. As a matter of law, prison medicine had
always been considered a privilege, not a right,
and the final authority on treatment was not a
doctor or even a court but the local warden. Pris-
oners whose medical needs were not being met,
whose broken noses and diabetes were left un-
treated, who were stabbed and not sewn, fever-
ish and not medicated, prisoners who had cancer
but no treatment, who had prescriptions that

IF THE SECRECY OF PRISON

MEDICINE SEEMS ABSTRACT, WAIT

UNTIL THE HEPATITIS EPIDEMIC

COMES FLOODING OUT
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wardens refused to fill, whose mental health
teetered at the edge of self-destruction-those
prisoners had no recourse, nor reason to expect
it. In the early 1970s, a survey of jails by the
American Medical Association found that few-
er than 30 percent had medical facilities and
only about one in five had a formal arrangement
with any medical provider.

Things began to change in 1971, when all.
uprising at the Attica penitentiary in New York
forced the subject of prison conditions into the
national conversation. Amid a flurry of laws en-
acted in response to Attica, state and federal
legislators began crafting measures to guarantee
basic health care to prisoners. Although the
laws have changed over the past thirty years,
little else has. If anything, prison health care is
in further decline now than ever. Most depart-
ments of correction have chosen not to invest
in medical infrastructure but rather to farm out
the business to subcontractors, and these days a
single, private corporation controls the health
care of all prisoners in ten states and manages a
portion of inmate health care in another seven-
teen, having underbid competitors everywhere
it exists. Correctional Medical Services is not
merely the nation's largest provider of prison
medicine; it is also the nation's cheapest
provider, a perfect convergence of big business
and low budgets. But unlike the traditional
HMO, whose risk of a malpractice suit is real,
and is felt, and is reflected to at least some de-
gree in the quality of medical care, companies
such as CMS have little or no reason to protect
themselves. Most juries are reluctant to decide
in favor of a convict, and those juries that do
favor the convict are often reluctant to award
money. Cost-benefit analysis takes all. special,
human overtones behind bars,

Perhaps even more significantly, private com-
panies such as CMS feel no responsibility, and
have no legal obligation, to account to the pub-
lic for what goes all. inside their facilities. So,
while CMS receives about $550 million of tax-
payer money each year, the company chooses
not to provide any accounting of how that mon-
ey is spent or even how much of it is spent-and
how much unspent, to he pocketed as profit.
And although lawsuits over the years have re-
vealed discredited health-care professionals work-
ing in CMS facilities, the company refuses to
reveal the names of its doctors and nurses for
verification or to provide any account of how
many have been disciplined or had their licens-
es revoked in other states. With CMS responsi-
ble for so many patients nationwide, it is fair to
say that the practice of medicine in prison has
reached all. unprecedented level of inscrutabili-
ty-indeed, secrecy-and if this fact seems ab-
stract or unlikely to affect regular folks in the gen-



era I population, well, just wait until the hep-
atitis epidemic comes flooding out

E of the gates.

or those of you who have never been person-
ally acquainted with the hepatitis virus, allow
me to describe it briefly. In the spring of 1995, I
downed the wrong glass of frozen margarita some-
where in the Chihuahua desert and unleashed the
disease on my insides. Unaware, I took a bus back
to Juarez a few days later, walked across the bor-
der, drove home to Albuquerque, and, when the
travel itch returned a few weeks later, set outfor
Glacier National Park, where I intended to spend
thirty days in the backcountry, mountaineering.
By the time I arrived in Montana, however, the
virus had begun to set in, and I found myself
overwhelmed by fatigue. Deciding to get some rest
before starting out, I found an empty cabin near
the boundary of the park, crawled down to the
basement, settled into a bed, and, with one last
glance at my backpack by the door, passed out.
When I woke up several days later, I was lying on
my back in a medical facility 120 miles away with
an IV in my arm and a sign on the door that said,
"Warning: Take Enteric Precautions Before En-
tering." Asking around, I learned that I had heen
delivered to the medical center by a friend who
worked in the park. My liver-enzyme levels,
upon check-in, had been gauged at more than a
hundred times the normal level. The first time I
looked in the mirror, I saw that my jaundiced
skin was roughly the same color and texture as a
dried tangerine. I spent several days lying in place,
flitting in and out of consciousness, playing host
to an array of curious physician's assistants, nurs-
es, and certified nursing assistants, some of whom
ran tests on my urine and blood while the rest
mostly stood around marveling at how odd I
looked. That was the beginning. For the next six
months, I was forced to live at my parents' house,
where my daily priorities became eating healthy
food, sleeping at least half of each day, and wish-
ing that my perpetual headache would relent.
This was the face of hepatitis A, the least viru-
lent strain of the virus.

The difference between the type of hepatitis I
contracted and, say, hepatitis C, which is the
most severe strain, is mostly a matter of intensi-
ty. My hepatitis eventually went away; hepatitis
C, in most cases, does not. It keeps on attacking
your liver for the rest of your natural life. That
means people with acute hepatitis C can essen-
tially forget about all the wonderful things that
livers do, such as fighting infections, filtering tox-
ins, and storing energy. To make matters worse,
people with hepatitis C are contagious for the
rest of their lives. Even twenty yean; after their ini-
tial infection, even if the virus is in remission
and they feel pretty good, they still constitute a
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walking weapon and had better be careful where
they bleed. It is worth noting, then, that some-
where berween 20 and 40 percent of American
prisoners are, at this very moment, infected with.
hepatitis C, and therefore quite contagious. It is

also worth noting that most of them will even-
tually be released back into the general popula-
tion, where the infection rate is, for now, only
about 2 percent. The Association of State and
Territorial Health Officials noted in a 2000 report
that "an estimated 1.4 million HCY-infected
persons pass through the correctional system each
year." And although the virus is most pervasive
in prison because of the high incidence of in-
jected drugs there, it can be transmitted just as eas-
ily on the outside through sex, blood transfusion,
or even a nasty fistfight.

With a scourge like this roiling on the inside,
threatening to boil over to the outside, you might
expect prisons to adopt some kind of screening
policy for inmates and to institute a treatment of-
fensive for the afflicted. Unfortunately, no such
national program exists. Although the cost of a
hepatitis test is only a couple hundred dollars,
very few facilities volunteer to provide them,
and there has been no federal legislation to re-
quire the measure. "It's a missed opportunity,"
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says Dr. Cindy Weinbaum of the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. "The number
of prisoners with hepatitis C is incredibly high.
It's unbelievable."

The fact that most prison doctors have not
seized this opportunity doesn't reflect any inher-
ent challenge to their doing so. On the contrary,
a couple of states have developed simple and ef-
fective hepatitis programs that test all prisoners
upon intake, making the disease relatively easy
to track and monitor. One of those states is
Texas, and there, not surprisingly, prison health
care is managed not by a private company like
CMS but by two universities, the University of
Texas and Texas Tech University. Dr. David
Smith, who is the chancellor of Texas T~ch and
who led the battle to make hepatitis screening
mandatory in Texas, assured me that the hepati-
tis program he created is not very special at all,
or anyway that it shouldn't be. "It's just the
smart thing to do," he said. "We have almost 30
percent of our prison population in Texas in-
fected with hepatitis. That's not so different

from the numbers you see in the
" T Dark Ages with the plague."

~ ~hen I visited a handful of CMS facilities
last fall, I found a very different attitude. Under
CMS care, 214,000 inmates are expected to pe-
tition for any hepatitis tests they want, and even
if those petitions are granted, and the tests giv-
en, and the results positive, the chances of get-
ting any kind of treatment are only slightly bet-
ter than of getting a presidential pardon. This
became most obvious to me when I heard the
story of Larry Frazee.

I met Larry at the Western Missouri Correc-
tional Center in Cameron, about four hours
west of St. Louis. He was a gaunt little man
with a circular face surrounded by brownish-
gray hair, and his thin mustache seemed to
weigh on his lips when he spoke. He walked
with a silent shuffle, and from the black bruises
under his eyes you could see that he hadn't
slept well in months, if not years. When I be-
gan reading through his medical record, it was
easy to see why. Larry had first been diagnosed
with hepatitis in the early 1990s, when a prison
plasma center rejected him as a donor. The di-
agnosis had been confirmed by a prison infir-
mary in June 1994, but even so, between then
and the end of 1997, he had managed to wran-
gle only a half dozen doctor's visits. It wasn't
until January 2000, a full five and a half years
after his diagnosis, that CMS doctors began
formally monitoring his condition. Even then,
treatment was not forthcoming. As Larry dis-
covered, CMS doctors required him to meet a
long checklist of conditions, known as a "pro-
tocol pathway," before he could receive any
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treatment for his disease. Some of those items
required off-site consultations. One of the
things he needed, if he wanted treatment, was
a liver biopsy. But when Larry went to the
prison infirmary to ask for one, he learned that
he had to have a psychological evaluation first,
then enroll in a drug-abuse awareness class and
sign a slew of forms releasing CMS from liabili-
ty for anything that might happen during the
biopsy. So Larry did those things one by one,
and he signed the papers, and he went to see
the biopsy specialist, who promptly sent him
back to his cell because he didn't know his
virus genotype. Larry couldn't find anything in
the protocol pathway that required him to
know his genotype, but to be a good sport he
put in a request at the infirmary for a genotype
test. A few weeks later, he got the test, but the
laboratory somehow screwed up his results, so
he had to file for a second test and wait for a
second appointment and a second set of results
before, in February of last year, he finally re-
turned to see the biopsy specialist, who sent
him away again, this time saying that Larry
shouldn't bother getting treatment anyway, be-
cause it can be somewhat dangerous. Larry ar-
gued that it was his decision to make, and that
he wanted the treatment, or at least the biopsy
that he was entitled to, and maybe afterward,
when he had the biopsy results and could take
an informed look at them, he would be willing
to discuss the risks of treatment, but the doctor
just shook his head. The decision was final, he
said. No biopsy. He sent Larry back to his cell,
where Larry has been ever since, without a
biopsy, without any treatment, feeling sick and
tired and a bit like he failed himself.

But what Larry didn't realize, and what he's
only now beginning to grasp, is that he never had
much of a chance in the first place. As a matter
of formal company policy, CMS discourages treat-
ment for hepatitis, and the protocol pathway isjust
a way of making it harder for prisoners to demand
it. Although a CMS spokesman insisted that CMS
doctors are private contractors and that "it is the
individual physician's responsibility to make sure
care is given to patients," an internal memo from
CMS regional medical director Gary Campbell to
his fellow directors in February 1999 reveals just
how much authority the doctors really have at
CMS. "I am not encouraging anyone to undergo
therapy," the medical director wrote. "However,
if you have someone that is insistent, then this
pathway is to be followed."Campbell added, "Un-
less I have given you specific approval to do Hep
C testing, do not do so unless the patient has ob-
vious moderate to severe liver disease or has ex-
posure as described by the exposure policy of the
DOC. Remember, all Hep C testing has to be ap-
proved by me."



And so, for the 214,000 prisoners whose health
is supervised by CMS, the hepatitis epidemic
continues to grow, untested and untreated, vir-
tually unencumbered by the forces of modern
medicine, while people like Larry Frazee remain
right where the company wants them: stalled
along the protocol pathway. Whether or not this
is legal remains to be decided. In January of this
year, the University of Michigan law program
filed suit against CMS for failure to address the
hepatitis problem in, that state. If their case is
successful, similar lawsuits may follow in other
states. Until then, however, the policy stands:
No testing, no treatment.

"CMS is an HMO with a captive audience,"
says David Santacroce, the professor who is spear-
heading the Michigan lawsuit. "The fewer pa-
tients they treat, the more money they make."

"This is deliberate indifference," adds Michael
Steinberg, legal director of the Michigan ACLU.
"There is a standard for testing and treatment of
hep C that the Centers for Disease Control came
out with, and CMS simply is not heeding it. It's
not just hepatitis, either. You talk about the tip
of the iceberg! There is a systemic problem of
not providing good health care to prisoners. Hep-
atitis is the tip of it, but there's a long list of

issuesbelow the surface that we haven't

Seven begun to address."

ome of those issues have been addressed in
other courtrooms, however, in other states, by
other groups, and taken as a whole, the litany of
malpractice crimes committed by CMS doctors
begins to read like a horror novel. Take the in-
mate in Alabama who died of dehydration and
starvation in a CMS infirmary after receiving
care that one medical director described as "non-
existent" and "a gross departure from medical
community standards." Or the inmate in the
same state who died when CMS staffers injected
him with the wrong medicine. Or the CMS doc-
tor in New Mexico who testified that he was re-
quired by the company to prevent off-site refer-
rals. Or the district judge in Idaho who found
that an inmate's care in the state prison "more
closely resernble]s] physical torture than incar-
ceration." Or the inmate in Nevada who died
because a CMS doctor canceled her prescription
for insulin. Or the federal judge in Michigan who
described CMS follow-up care as "bureaucratic
purgatory." Or a U.S. Justice Department inquiry
in Virginia, which found that CMS medical
records "failed to meet any known professional
standard." Or the district court monitor in Geor-
gia who found that CMS ran a "medical gulag" in
the state prisons, giving one prisoner ibuprofen for
his lung cancer and making another wait ten
months to see a doctor for a hroken arm.

Yet, perhaps because juries so rarely award rnon-

ey to convicts, there is essentially no incentive for
lawyers to bring these crimes together into a com-
prehensive, class-action lawsuit. Without the lure
of a large settlement, most trial attorneys are un-
willing to fork out millions of dollars in research
and lost wages to fund such a massive endeavor.
As a result, the central figure in the movement
against CMS is not a major national law firm or
even a renegade lawyer, but an aging, confronta-
tional activist named Karen Russo.

I met with Karen, who runs a prisoner-advocacy
group called the Wrongful Death Institute, one
evening last winter at her home in the suburbs of
Kansas City, and she invited me inside to sit at
the small wooden table in her dining room, where
we ate meat loaf and potatoes while her three
dogs scurried around and her teenage kids and
their friends traipsed
up and down the
stairs. Karen was un-
daunted by the
chaos around her.
When she had fin-
ished eating, she
smoothed her dark
brown hair behind
her ears, sat back in
her chair, and, as if she were in an office or be-
hind a podium, she cleared her throat, blinked her
heavily painted eyes, and launched into a tirade
against CMS, her voice ringing through the house
fervently, sometimes furiously.

"They don't want anyone to know what's go-
ing on in these facilities," she said. "Getting med-
ical records and company documents is like go-
ing up against Fort Knox. We have to resort to all
sorts of methods. We have a network of prison-
ers across the country who have ways of getting
paperwork out to us, a couple of pages at a time.
We have nuns who go in and bring documents out
with them. We have nurses, doctors, whistle-
blowers. It's a war for information, and CMS
knows it. They're just waiting to take me out.
They hnte me. Every Monday at noon I do a ra-
dio show on a local station, and it's like a fireside
chat. The CMS headquarters is just over in
St. Louis, so they have people listening. Everybody
wants to know, 'Who's she going to get today?'
And it could be anyone. I could go after a nurse,
I could go after a doctor, I could go after the cor-
rections staff. And I've gone after all of them.
I'm putting together a file on everyone of them.
I call out their names on the air. 'Nurse so and so,
I want you to know that I'm onto you.' And the
prisoners are listening, too. This thing is growing
like wildfire. A couple of years ago I was getting
maybe two or three letters a week; now it's any-
where from twenty to thirty letters a day, from all
over the country. Of course, some of those are
from CMS decoys. That's what they're doing

"W E HAVE NUNS WHO GO IN AND

BRING DOCUMENTS OUT. IT'S

A WAR FOR INFORMATION,

AND CMS KNOWS IT"
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now-they get offenders to write me letters that
say, 'I'm not sick, but I heard about what you're
doing and I was just wondering how you got start-
ed,' and so on. You know, just dripping with it.
They want to know what I've got. But I'm not
naive: I can see right through that; I can smell it.

They're scared, and they should be. We've got
rhem. I know what they're doing."

Karen's invective seemed over the top, but she
was the genuine article: a nearly obsessive crusader
who had long ago discarded any semblance of a
normal life in favor of late-night phone calls with
sick inmates and interminable afternoons por-
ing over their medical records. The dust on her
antique piano had become so thick and sticky
that it made my eyes itch after only a few bars, and
the ceiling in her bathroom was crumbling to
the floor. Yet Karen's memory was immaculate;
she had converted herself into a database of de-
tail, packed with accounts of prisoners met, their
medical histories, life stories, and extraneous per-
sonal minutiae. To reinforce this glut of infor-
mation, the back rooms of her house were stuffed
with thousands of papers, most of which she could
locate and produce within a few frenzied mo-
ments. When pressed, she could also furnish
names and numbers for a whole range of sources,
including guards and activists and prisoners' fam-
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ily members (though she was more reluctant to
reveal others, such as the nuns and nurses she
claims to consult). In her utter submersion into
the topic, Karen had even developed a personal
bond with one of the prisoners, a man named
Raymond Young, who was locked up nearby on
drug charges and whose persistent back problems
and hernias kept him in a wheelchair, but who
gave off an almost eerie radiance on the day I
met him, with a great, black, bald head that shone
like an eclipsed sun and a grin full of golden teeth
inscribed with the numbers 3,3, and 1/3. ("Thir-
ry-three and a third," he said in a gravelly whis-
per. "I'm a traveler. A lone traveler.")

On the night I visited Karen, however, she
took me to meet a different friend, Leland Hun-
ley, who had only recently been released from
the prison where Raymond is housed. When I
saw Leland's apartment, it was hard for me to
imagine that he was any more comfortable than
he had been on the inside. His building, an in-
distinct brick high-rise, was in the kind of neigh-
borhood that most middle-class people choose
not to know about. There were crack dealers sell-
ing openly and loudly on the corner and drunks
fighting in the street. The Plexiglas front doors
were smeared with random grub and old graffiti,
and the spun-polymer carpeting of the lobby
seemed almost melted across the floor. Up the
clattering elevator a few floors, down the nar-
row, echoing hallway, Leland's door opened
into a single shabby room where he sat in a wheel-
chair watching a fuzzy television set that was on
top of a little table above a small collection of
right-footed shoes. Leland's left leg was missing.

"Come on in," he mumbled to us, pointing to-
ward a couple of chairs and wheeling himself
around beside them. I sat down, and we made
small talk for a minute, then Leland cut to the sto-
ry. "Basically, what happened was, I was living
on the bay," he said. "That's the common area. It
wasn't meant to be a living quarters, but the rooms
were all full, so they had to put about thirty or forty
cots in the bay, and I lived on one of them. I was
there for about a year. The whole time, they nev-
er turned out the lights. But anyway, I was getting
up for breakfast one morning and I reached over
and put my sock on, and I felt a sting. So I pulled
the sock back off and a spider run out of it. Well,
I stomped it. I knew it was a brown recluse, pret-
ty good size, so I scooped it up on a piece of pa-
per to bring to the infirmary."

Leland shook his head at the memory and
ran a bony hand over his short white hair. "Rut
see, you can't just walk into the infirmary.
You've got to fill out a whole deal called a
Medical Service Request, and then they'll call
you whenever they get to you. By the time I
got up there, it was a couple hours later. The
bite was swelled up to the size of a quarter. I

,
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showed it to the nurse, and she put a salve on
it and sent me back. 1 mean, you could just
look at it and see that it was going to get in-
fected. It was swollen, throbbing, hurting like
crazy. So a couple days later, I put in to go
back, and she soaked my foot in a solution. It
got to where she was doing that every three or
four days. I would put up an MSR and she'd
soak it and wrap it up again. I could tell it
wasn't getting better, but I wasn't allowed to
look at it or anything. 1 could get a conduct vi-
olation if I took the bandage off. Every time she
unwrapped it, though, it looked worse. It was a
big black welt on top of my foot, with a red hole
in the middle. After a while, you could see my
bone through the hole. It kept opening up
more. At one point they had a doctor to lance
it and drain out the pus. It looked like it might
get better after that, but it didn't. It just swelled
up more. Eventually, my whole foot got black.
It was just a big black scab. That's when they
started giving me antibiotics, but it was already
too late. I couldn't even walk. Finally, the nurse
took off the bandage one time and just run out
of the room. She was really upset. I don't know
what she told the doctor, but it wasn't a matter
of a day before they was taking me to the hospi-
tal. The doctor said, 'I'm gonna have to take it
off.' There was nothing I could say at that
point. He told me, 'If you refuse, it'll kill you.'
So I said, 'Okay, take it off.'''

At fifty-eight, Leland couldn't have weighed
more than 120 pounds, with knobby shoulders
and elbows and a thin wisp of a neck. He
rubbed his knees while he spoke, hunched over
in his wheelchair, weak and almost emaciated.
Toward the end of the interview, Karen, who
had been struggling to remain silent, broke in
to ask if he was okay. '<Youlook like you're los-
ing weight," she said.

He shrugged. "Well," he said. "You know, I
can't get to the store by myself."

To someone on the outside, what happened to
Leland's leg might sound, at the most funda-
mental, instinctive level, like a blatant case of
malpractice. The notion of losing a leg to a spi-
der bite has no place in the modem sensibility,
and the suggestion that a person wait several
weeks to receive antibiotics for an infection is al-
most unthinkable (though Leland's medical
records confirm it). But like so many other things
in prison, the term "malpractice" is inscrutable.
On the outside, if a doctor does not conform to
certain standards of care, then he is guilty of neg-
ligence, plain and simple, and finding a trial at-
torney to sue him is no challenge. By contrast, in
prison, mere negligence is not necessarily enough
for a lawsuit. Most prison malpractice cases are
filed under the Eighth Amendment, which guar-
antees protection from cruel and unusual pW1-

ishment. Unfortunately, in order to convict a
prison doctor under these terms, the inmate must
prove not only that the doctor provided sub-
standard care but also that he did so intention-
ally. This rather elusive criterion is called "de-
liberate indifference," and under its protective
banner a prison doctor is free to be as negligent
and irresponsible and incompetent as he wants,
just as long as he is not intentionally causing pa-
tients to suffer. Needless to say, this makes the
practice of prison medicine significantly harder to
regulate, and the care of patients harder to ensure.
What could be more difficult to prove-or

more secret-than a man's un-
" T stated intentions?

llhile I was visiting Karen and Leland in
Kansas City, I placed a call to CMS headquarters
in St. Louis, hoping to interview someone there.
I did not have high expectations. I had already
called several times from my home in New Mex-
ico (another CMS state) trying to arrange inter-
views with hospital administrators and doctors
and nurses, but I had mostly been ignored. On
those occasions when my calls were returned, the
CMS spokesperson had, in an exasperated tone,
made it clear that virtually every member of his
medical staff was far too busy to spend time with
reporters, and that furthermore this would remain
the case indefinitely, no matter how flexible my
schedule was, no matter when I offered to visit.
The timing, he explained, was simply awful, and
it was riot likely to get any better, ever.

Still, I held out some hope. Calling from with-
in the state, I figured, would seem more real and
immediate to them;
and besides, I was no
longer planning to
ask for interviews
with medical staff,

LIKE SO MANY THINGS IN PRISON,

"MALPRACTICE" IS INSCRUTABLE.

or even company NEGLIGENCE IS NOT NECESSARILY
higher-ups, but to
settle for a sit-down ENOUGH FOR A LAWSUIT
with the spokesper-
son, which seemed
like a modest request, to say the least. I had even
begun looking forward to that interview, won-
dering how the spokesperson might respond to
the accusations I was hearing. 1 could imagine
that some of his points might be reasonable.
Certainly, prison medicine must be difficult to ad-
minister, and I assumed that the spokesperson
would be eager to point out just how difficult, and
to illuminate the challenges of working with
convicts, of sorting through faked illnesses and
phony requests for medicine, ornery personalities
and violent outbursts.

But when Ken Fields. the spokesperson, called
me back, and I mentioned my desire to visit, he
didn't sound nearly as eager as I had hoped.
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"What do you want to talk about?" he asked.
"How were your interviews with inmates?"

I explained that most of them were angry at
CMS, which was why I wanted to get his point of
view. "I think we're going to have to handle this
on the phone," he said. I suggested that it would
be preferable to meet in person, since I had met
the inmates in person and didn't want them to
have an advantage, but he replied, "We've had bad
experiences with the media." I assured him that
1knew this, yet I felt that, as a member of the com-

pany's communica-
tions team, he need-
ed to communicate
the company's mes-
sage, but he insisted,
"I can't do it this
week. I'm too busy."
I offered to return
the following week,
but he repeated that

he preferred to speak on the phone. So I repeat-
ed my preference to meet in person, and he re-
peated that he was too busy. Then I repeated my
offer to return, and he repeated his preference to
speak on the phone. So it went, until finally, per-
haps just to stop the routine, he barked, "Well, I
don't want you to come back here. Why don't
you just stop by tomorrow?" I agreed and we hung
up, but a couple of hours later, I found a message
on my voice mail from Fields, saying that he had
decided not to meet with me in person.

"It's a situation where we have heen misquot-
ed at times in the past," he said, "and we're
gonna respond to your questions in writing. So I
wanted to give you notice of that. Thanks, bye."

But even in response to written questions,
Fields was hardly forthcoming: of the fourteen
questions posed, he offered only eight complete
answers. For example, he was willing to provide
rudimentary statistics about the company, such
as the total number of patients under CMS care,
but would not describe any company protocols
or reveal how much money the company actual-
ly spends on patients, except to insist that, of
the more than half a bill ion dollars that CMS
receives in taxpayer money each year, a "very,
very significant portion goes to patient care."
Although he was quick to claim that all CMS
doctors and nurses are licensed in the states
where they work, he dodged the question of how
many have been suspended or had their licenses
revoked in the past or in other states, insisting
that the company is "not obligated" to reveal
those statistics. Nor would he answer the ques-
tion of whether or not the company has any
plans to begin screening for hepatitis, claiming
that CMS leaves those decisions to state legisla-
tures and individual doctors, a claim contradict-
ed not only by the company's detail-heavy and

WHAT I HEARD FROM CMS NURSES

WAS, IN MANY WAYS, MORE

UPSETTING THAN WHAT I HAD

HEARD FROM INMATES
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restrictive hepatitis pathway but also by the in-
ternal communications of its region-

Sal medical director.

ince CMS officials were declining the
chance to meet with me, or to set up interviews,
or even to talk on the phone anymore, I decid-
ed to contact some' of their employees directly.
This turned out to be easier than I expected.
Nurses tend to know one another, and after
speaking with a few nurses who didn't work for
CMS, I was able to reach a few nurses who had
once worked for CMS and, finally, nurses who
still do. At the very least, I hoped they would take
the time to-reassure me that the gritty standard
of "deliberate indifference" was not being met;
that nurses and doctors were not intentionally ig-
noring their patients. But what I heard from
CMS nurses was, in many ways, more upsetting
than what I had heard from inmates. One con-
versation in particular stands out.

I had reached Christy through a series of re-
ferrals by other nurses and their friends. At
first, she was anything but eager to speak with
me. Her relationship with CMS was still good,
and she didn't want that to change. Although
she was no longer working in the jail in the
northern United States where she had been a
CMS supervisory nurse for half a decade (she
had left to manage a hospital facility), she was
considering a return to the company and didn't
want to jeopardize her ability to do that. The
money was good at CMS, she explained, and
besides, she didn't need them as enemies. But
after thinking about it and talking with her
friends, Christy decided to speak with me any-
way, mostly because, as she put it, she needed
to tell somebody what she had seen and done,
especially what she'd done.

I was immediately drawn to Christy's story,
even before I had heard the details. As a supervi-
sory nurse, she had been the highest-ranking
member of the medical staff on duty, so she had
been privy to many of the political and econom-
ic machinations behind company policy. I was
also interested to hear about jailhouse medicine
in general. People in prison, after all, have been
convicted of a crime and have forfeited some of
their rights (the right to vote, the right to own
handguns, etc.), but most people in jail are still
awaiting trial, and they haven't necessarily been
convicted of anything. Not only have those await-
ing trial not forfeited their rights; they are still of-
ficially innocent. Our legal system takes great
pains to insist on this, so I was curious to know
whether or not it made any difference to CMS.

The short answer, according to Christy, was no.
"The way we treated inmates was a horror," she
said. "Whenever a new inmate came in, they
would have to see me, and I would assess their
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medical condition. If it looked like they were go-
ing to require any kind of serious treatment, I
would go to the lieutenant and explain what I felt
the cost of the treatment would be. I would say,
'We have this person here, and the treatment is
going to be horrendously expensive. We need to
get them out of here.' If they were a real serious
criminal, like a murderer, the liability was high,
so they would keep them under arrest and we
would incur the cost of treatment. But if the Iicu-
tenant thought the person was not a serious risk
to the community, he would proceed to get hold
of judges and other people to try to release the in-
mate, or make arrangements to get the bail low-
ered. The lieutenants would often call judges late
at night and on holidays to tell them the situa-
tion, then we would release the inmate and take
them to the hospital, so CMS wouldn't incur the
cost of treatment. The lieutenants went along
with it because they didn't want to incur the cost
of a deputy to stay with the inmate in the hospi-
tal. So we would let them know, and they would
make a call and release the inmate, then they
would take them to the hospital. After the inmate
got their medical treatment, we would immedi-
ately rearrest them.

"We did this frequently also with pregnant in-
mates. If they went into labor, we would release
them or give them a signature bond, then re-
arrest them and the child was put into the custody
of child services. I did that for years. You just ig-
nore what you're doing. The whole atmosphere
of the jail was, these criminals, these convicts,
these scumbags, they get what they deserve.

"Appointments were made for weeks or
months down the road, knowing that the in-
mate would not be there anymore. Or we would
make appointments for days that we knew the
inmate was going to be in court. They don't
keep the trial dates in the medical file, but you
just call the booking desk up front and ask them
when the trial date is. Then you make their
next appointment for that date. We were told to
tell them, there was a canned phrase, 'Don't
worry, you have an appointment. We just can't
tell you when it is because of security reasons.'
So you would be consoling someone, knowing
full well that they weren't going to get to see any-
body. You just put them right back at the bot-
tom of the list again. *

"It was absolutely appalling, to the point that
I can't even tell you. You knew that as long as you
worked there, you did not challenge any of it. But
your disgust builds as the horrible cases build.
Even though a good majority of these people

* In response to these claims, CMS wrote, "Correctional
health care staff make every effort to work with corrections
agencies to coordinate such offsite trips in ways that do
not create conflicts with scheduled court appeararu:es. "

ended up being guilty, I just felt from a moral
standpoint that it was wrong. They always play
up, 'Well, look what they did to this other per-
son,' so a lot of people say, 'Okay, justice is
served.' But the WHyI feel is, we've all taken an
oath and we have a license, and just because
one person has died, that doesn't mean that a sec-
ond person dying or being denied care ... one
doesn't justify the other. As far as I'm concerned,
if you're sick and you get into one of these places,
you might as well be signing your death certifi-

cate. Even if you don't have a death
rJ"' sentence."

~he more I spoke with nurses like Christy, and
looked at inmate medical files, and studied
infectious-disease statistics, the clearer it became
that, no matter where you looked or to whom you
spoke, this was a medical system run amok, one
that not only ignored sick patients but was actu-
ally skirting the limits of the law and, in the
process, helping to unleash an epidemic on soci-
ety. As one nurse put it bluntly, "We have no ac-
countability. If! deny care, that's it. You have no
recourse." Yet the clearer this reality became,
the more baffling it seemed. Wasn't anyone keep-
ing track? Where had the media been?

In the course of nearly a decade, only two
newspapers had undertaken major investigations
of CMS, and both were located in Missouri,
which has become a kind of ground zero in the
debate over prison medicine, largely because
CMS is headquartered there. Even more dis-
couraging, the reporters who wrote those stories
had, in the aftermath of their work, become just
as tortured and frustrated as everyone else who
confronts the company. Nor long ago, one of
them agreed to meet with me in the basement of
his office, but within the first two minutes of our
conversation he insisted that I keep his name out
of my story. In the weeks after his articles ap-
peared in the Columbia Daily Tribune, he said, he
had been under attack by CMS lawyers and pub-
licists, who deluged his editors with denuncia-
tions, and he didn't want to be perceived as set-
tling the score. He sat nervously with me,
fidgeting, smiling, and trying to be as helpful as
possible without getting further involved.

The other reporter I spoke with was less re-
served, but only because he had less to lose.He had
already lost it all. In 1998, Andrew Skolnick had
been an editor at the Journal of the American Med-
ical Association, a recent recipient of the Harry
Chapin Media Award, and an inaugural fellow
of the Rosalynn Carter Fellowship in Mental
Health Journalism, which is a $10,000 grant. Us-
ing these lofty connections, he had managed to get
himself and two journalists from the 51. Louis
Post-Dispatch into CMS facilities, where they
spoke with several inmates and doctors before
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publishing articles in both lAMA and the Post-Dis-
patch, revealing a national pattern of abuse and ne-
glect by CMS. As the organizing force behind
both projects, Andrew had helped expose sever-
al CMS doctors with checkered histories and had
revealed more than a dozen cases of egregious
mistreatment, some of which. resulted in death.
One story revealed a memo from the medical di-
rector of the New Mexico corrections department
explaining that several prison doctors had quit
because CMS administrative officials were "chang-
ing physicians' orders and adding orders without
seeing the patient or consulting the physicians
directly." Another story exposed a CMS doctor in
Alabama who had been convicted of having sex
with a sixteen-year-old "mentally defective" pa-
tient in Tennessee. Another described the chief
of mental-health services for CMS in Alabama,
whose license had heen revoked in both Michi-
gan and Oklahoma after he was found guilty of
sleeping with patients, harassing female staff mem-
bers, and defrauding insurance companies. The
newspaper series had won awards from both
Amnesty International and the American Med-
ical Writers Association in the late 1990s, but
even still, looking back, Andrew said that he was-
n't always certain it had been a good idea to pub-
lish it. After the articles appeared, he told me,
CMS had sent a letter to lAMA, accusing him of
hiding his involvement with the Post-Dispatch,
which they called "fraud," and threatening to sue
the journal. Within a week, lAMA had fired An-
drew and, although CMS later paid him to set-
tle a defamation lawsuit,' his professional life
never quite recovered. Even today, the editors of
lAi\1A refuse to comment on "the conditions
surrounding his termination" or to defend his
award-winning expose, which has never been re-
futed or retracted.

"I had an exploding career," Andrew told me,
"and it crashed. We may have won some awards,
but the horrible fact is we lost. CMS won. After
the articles appeared, they went to the state leg-
islature in Missouri and protected themselves.
They got a law passed expunging the records of
physicians who are accused of malpractice in cor-
rectional facilities. So now, anytime the medical
board doesn't take action on an allegation they
disappear it. This means no pattern can emerge
against a doctor. That is our legacy. That's our
achievement. We actually made it worse."

But Andrew's investigation had a resonance
far beyond that. It was his work that started
CMS down the path of information lockdown,
building barricades to public scrutiny, hiding
numbers and statistics and the names of em-

* According to CMS, "Company attorneys determined
that a small settlement of Mr. Skolnick's baseless claim
was less expensive than the cost of ongoing litigation."
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ployees, refusing even to sit for a formal inter-
view, and stifling the efforts of journalists to
cover the field at all. Andrew's series had put
pressure on CMS, but that pressure had only
deepened the company's aversion to publicity.
CMS officials were happy to continue operating
with public funds, but they were no longer will-

ing to provide any serious account-

Ling of them.

ike almost any wound, the weakness of an
institution festers without proper attention, and
as CMS has retreated into its shell, its facilities
have only grown worse. Outside of anecdotal ev-
idence, however, it is difficult to assess exactly how
much worse-it is nearly impossible, for example,
to know how many doctors and nurses it em-
ploys, or how adequate its facilities are, or even
what pathways and protocols it adheres to. Few
lawsuits have managed to expose details of the
company's inner mechanisms, and aside from the
Michigan hepatitis suit there is no major legal ac-
tion pending against the cornpany.at the mo-
ment, only scattered individual lawsuits-s-the
great majority of them, it is safe to say, doomed.
In Massachusetts a small network of attorneys
has been threatening to file a comprehensive
class-action suit, but nothing has gained much
traction so far. And although the U.S. Justice
Department has reportedly kept an open file on
CMS since the mid-1990s, collecting evidence
and reviewing GlSeS,no formal charges have been
leveled against the company, and sources say it is
not a high priority in the post-P/Ll climate. Even
Karen Russo has her doubts that CMS will
change. "It's not going to happen," she says.
"They don't want to be rehabilitated. They prob-
ably can't be rehabilitated. So the only solution
is to get rid of them, and they're going to fight that
in every state, at every step. They're going to use
all their money and power, and they have a lat."

But if the battle over prison health care is be-
ginning to seem lost, littered with the bodies of the
wounded, the sick and sickened alike, with inmates
and nurses and journalists by the wayside, if the
whole field seems deathly unwell and bordering on
hopeless, it may, in the end, have more to do
with the way we look at prisons in general than
with anything CMS has done. This is not to ob-
scure or to apologize for the company's failures and
crimes. It is simply to suggest that the secrecy af-
forded to prisons would be easy enough to strip
away. When we, as a culture, choose to see our
prisoners as a part of our society (which they are,
of course, and an ever growing part), when we
remove the wall of secrecy that surrounds the
prison itself, when we are willing to face and bear
witness to the punishments we disburse, there
will be no more need to wonder what is being
done on the inside, in our names. _
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